English I

Learning Packet Overview
Hi class! While I am sad we can’t meet in person, I’m excited that you will be able to finish Othello at home and continue our work from before Spring Break!

The purpose of these materials is to make sure you are using all the skills we have built up throughout your 9th grade year. We will be using new chapters of Othello but reviewing it with methods we have done together many times such as plot summary, characterization, and word work! There is also some grammar materials to review and continue or work with semicolons and commas. This means that you are 100% prepared to and capable of doing all of this without me in the classroom with you.

With that being said, I am always available as a resource via phone or email. Please do not hesitate to reach out if you have a question, need clarification, or just want some support! I’m excited to hear from all of you and hear what you think about the ending of Othello!

Necessary Materials
- **Access to Google Classroom**: All of you should have this, but if you need to rejoin the code is PEUIRYA
- **Othello Chapters 7-9**: All on Google Classroom
- **Othello Questions Packet**: On Google Classroom
- **Semicolon and Comma Practices**: On Google Classroom and through Albert.io (Class code ERLJ2I8V42KK)

How students will be successful in English I

Students will be successful if they:
- Read directions thoroughly
- Annotate the text while reading
- Ask questions!
- Make a plan to break up the work up over the next two weeks

How caregivers can help students be successful

Caregivers can help students be successful if they:
- Encourage students
- Read along with students!
- Reach out to me with any questions
- Help students make a schedule for their classwork work